National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs
in Cooperation with the Federal Hill House
Providence, Rhode Island

ORAL HISTORY RELEASE

I hereby grant to the National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs—Federal Hill House Project the right to tape my experiences as an immigrant and ethnic, and to use that information in its original or reproduced form in the development of ethnic studies curriculum and community projects. I understand that once the curriculum has been completed the tapes will be deposited in the Ethnic Materials Collection of Adams Library and in the Federal Hill House Library. I also understand that the National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs—Federal Hill House is a non-profit concern and that it will not gain monetarily from the use of this tape.

I have read the above statement and understand its meaning.

Interviewee's Signature

Address

Interviewer's Signature

Date

Project Director's Signature

Date

Tape Number(s)

(A copy of this agreement will be mailed to all persons interviewed as soon as everyone has signed the form.)